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Arteriovenous
Malformation (AVM)
and Gamma Knife®
Radiosurgery

Missing the Sound of his Granddaughter’s Sweet Voice, Sends Mike Seeking Help.
Like many, Mike noticed a decrease in his ability

He spoke to several physicians. One surgeon

asleep 5 minutes into the procedure. It was simple,

to hear as he grew older, but the final straw was

told him to have it surgically removed. Mike was

fast and easy. I’d call it a miracle.”

when he could no longer understand his sweet

worried about the recovery and down time of such

granddaughter’s words any longer.

an invasive surgery, not to mention the risk and

When Mike went back in for his check up, the AVM

complications. Mike wondered if there might be

had stopped growing and his hearing was coming

He visited his doctor, who felt his hearing loss was

another way. Upon pressing further, his physician

back. His favorite sounds are the sounds of his

not due to age but something more. He referred

offered two alternatives. One option was to wait and

granddaughter laughing and the sound of a golf ball

Mike to an ear, nose and throat specialist, who

see if his AVM would cause further hearing loss. The

when his club hits it just right. Sounds he can now

ordered several tests including an MRI. The results

other was to consider Gamma Knife® radiosurgery.

enjoy again. “My advice for anyone with AVM is to

revealed he was suffering with an Arteriovenous
Malformation (AVM).

trust your doctors and get it done. Gamma Knife is
“For me, it was, literally, a no brainier. With Gamma

so accurate. I was never worried,” said Mike.

Knife, you walk in, get fitted for the head frame, they
Mike learned that in his brain was an abnormal

take an MRI and then you take it easy for a short

Mike pointed out that if you have a loved one

connection between arteries and veins that dated

while until it is time for surgery,” explains Mike.

suffering with AVM, “Encourage them to seek out all

back to his birth. In his case, it had formed a growth

“My procedure took only 42 minutes. The staff at

options. And if they’re recommended for Gamma

that was pressing against key parts of his ear canal,

South Sound Gamma Knife were amazing. They

Knife, tell them do it. It was an easy fix for a problem

creating a loss of hearing.

kept asking if I was in any pain. I wasn’t. In fact, I fell

I thought I’d have for the rest of my life.

For more information on the benefits of Gamma Knife® visit gammaknife.com

